We introduce Incremental Semantic Analysis, a fully incremental word space model, and we test it on longitudinal child-directed speech data. On this task, ISA outperforms the related Random Indexing algorithm, as well as a SVD-based technique. In addition, the model has interesting properties that might also be characteristic of the semantic space of children.
Introduction
Word space models induce a semantic space from raw textual input by keeping track of patterns of co-occurrence of words with other words through a vectorial representation. Proponents of word space models such as HAL (Burgess and Lund, 1997) and LSA (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) have argued that such models can capture a variety of facts about human semantic learning, processing, and representation. As such, word space methods are not only increasingly useful as engineering applications, but they are also potentially promising for modeling cognitive processes of lexical semantics.
However, to the extent that current word space models are largely non-incremental, they can hardly accommodate how young children develop a semantic space by moving from virtually no knowledge of the language to reach an adult-like state. The family of models based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and similar dimensionality reduction techniques (e.g., LSA) first construct a full cooccurrence matrix based on statistics extracted from the whole input corpus, and then build a model at once via matrix algebra operations. Admittedly, this is hardly a plausible simulation of how children learn word meanings incrementally by being exposed to short sentences containing a relatively small number of different words. The lack of incrementality of several models appears conspicuous especially given their explicit claim to solve old theoretical issues about the acquisition of language (e.g., (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) ). Other extant models display some degree if incrementality. For instance, HAL and Random Indexing (Karlgren and Sahlgren, 2001) can generate well-formed vector representations at intermediate stages of learning. However, they lack incrementality when they make use of stop word lists or weigthing techniques that are based on whole corpus statistics. For instance, consistently with the HAL approach, Li et al. (2000) first build a word co-occurrence matrix, and then compute the variance of each column to reduce the vector dimensions by discarding those with the least contextual diversity. Farkas and Li (2000) and Li et al. (2004) propose an incremental version of HAL by using a a recurrent neural network trained with Hebbian learning. The networks incrementally build distributional vectors that are then used to induce word semantic clusters with a Self-Organizing Map. Farkas and Li (2000) does not contain any evaluation of the structure of the semantic categories emerged in the SOM. A more precise evaluation is instead performed by Li et al. (2004) , revealing the model's ability to simulate interesting aspects of early vocabulary dynamics. However, this is achieved by using hybrid word 49 representations, in which the distributional vectors are enriched with semantic features derived from WordNet. Borovsky and Elman (2006) also model word learning in a fairly incremental fashion, by using the hidden layer vectors of a Simple Recurrent Network as word representations. The network is probed at different training epochs and its internal representations are evaluated against a gold standard ontology of semantic categories to monitor the progress in word learning. Borovsky and Elman (2006) 's claim that their model simulates relevant aspects of child word learning should probably be moderated by the fact that they used a simplified set of artificial sentences as training corpus. From their simulations it is thus difficult to evaluate whether the model would scale up to large naturalistic samples of language.
In this paper, we introduce Incremental Semantic Indexing (ISA), a model that strives to be more developmentally plausible by achieving full incrementality. We test the model and some of its less incremental rivals on Lara, a longitudinal corpus of childdirected speech based on samples of child-adult linguistic interactions collected regularly from 1 to 3 years of age of a single English child. ISA achieves the best performance on these data, and it learns a semantic space that has interesting properties for our understanding of how children learn and structure word meaning. Thus, the desirability of incrementality increases as the model promises to capture specific developmental trajectories in semantic learning.
The plan of the paper is as follows. First, we introduce ISA together with its main predecessor, Random Indexing. Then, we present the learning experiments in which several versions of ISA and other models are trained to induce and organize lexical semantic information from child-directed speech transcripts. Lastly, we discuss further work in developmental computational modeling using word space models.
Models

Random Indexing
Since the model we are proposing can be seen as a fully incremental variation on Random Indexing (RI), we start by introducing the basic features of RI (Karlgren and Sahlgren, 2001) . Initially, each context word is assigned an arbitrary vector representation of fixed dimensionality d made of a small number of randomly distributed +1 and -1, with all other dimensions assigned a 0 value (d is typically much smaller than the dimensionality of the full cooccurrence matrix). This vector representation is called signature. The context-dependent representation for a given target word is then obtained by adding the signatures of the words it co-occurs with to its history vector. Multiplying the history by a small constant called impact typically improves RI performance. Thus, at each encounter of target word t with a context word c, the history of t is updated as follows:
where i is the impact constant, h t is the history vector of t and s c is the signature vector of c. In this way, the history of a word keeps track of the contexts in which it occurred. Similarity among words is then measured by comparing their history vectors, e.g., measuring their cosine. RI is an extremely efficient technique, since it directly builds and updates a matrix of reduced dimensionality (typically, a few thousands elements), instead of constructing a full high-dimensional cooccurrence matrix and then reducing it through SVD or similar procedures. The model is incremental to the extent that at each stage of corpus processing the vector representations are well-formed and could be used to compute similarity among words. However, RI misses the "second order" effects that are claimed to account, at least in part, for the effectiveness of SVD-based techniques (Manning and Schütze, 1999, 15.4) . Thus, for example, since different random signatures are assigned to the words cat, dog and train, the model does not capture the fact that the first two words, but not the third, should count as similar contexts. Moreover, RI is not fully incremental in several respects. First, on each encounter of two words, the same fixed random signature of one of them is added to the history of the other, i.e., the way in which a word affects another does not evolve with the changes in the model's knowledge about the words. Second, RI makes use of filtering and weighting procedures that rely on 50 global statistics, i.e., statistics based on whole corpus counts. These procedures include: a) treating the most frequent words as stop words; b) cutting off the lowest frequency words as potential contexts; and c) using mutual information or entropy measures to weight the effect of a word on the other). In addition, although procedures b) and c) may have some psychological grounding, procedure a) would implausibly entail that to build semantic representations the child actively filters out high frequency words as noise from her linguistic experience. Thus, as it stands RI has some noticeable limitations as a developmental model.
Incremental Semantic Analysis
Incremental Semantic Analysis (ISA) differs from RI in two main respects. First and most importantly, when a word encounters another word, the history vector of the former is updated with a weighted sum of the signature and the history of the latter. This corresponds to the idea that a target word is affected not only by its context words, but also by the semantic information encoded by that their distributional histories. In this way, ISA can capture SVDlike second order effects: cat and dog might work like similar contexts because they are likely to have similar histories. More generally, this idea relies on two intuitively plausible assumptions about contextual effects in word learning, i.e., that the information carried by a context word will change as our knowledge about the word increases, and that knowing about the history of co-occurrence of a context word is an important part of the information being contributed by the word to the targets it affects.
Second, ISA does not rely on global statistics for filtering and weighting purposes. Instead, it uses a weighting scheme that changes as a function of the frequency of the context word at each update. This makes the model fully incremental and (together with the previous innovation) sensitive not only to the overall frequency of words in the corpus, but to the order in which they appear.
More explicitly, at each encounter of a target word t with a context word c, the history vector of t is updated as follows:
The constant i is the impact rate, as in the RI formula (1) above. The value m c determines how much the history of a word will influence the history of another word. The intuition here is that frequent words tend to co-occur with a lot of other words by chance. Thus, the more frequently a word is seen, the less informative its history will be, since it will reflect uninteresting co-occurrences with all sorts of words. ISA implements this by reducing the influence that the history of a context word c has on the target word t as a function of the token frequency of c (notice that the model still keeps track of the encounter with c, by adding its signature to the history of t; it is just the history of c that is weighted down). More precisely, the m weight associated with a context word c decreases as follows:
where k m is a parameter determining how fast the decay will be.
3 Experimental setting
The Lara corpus
The input for our experiments is provided by the Child-Directed-Speech (CDS) section of the Lara corpus (Rowland et al., 2005) , a longitudinal corpus of natural conversation transcripts of a single child, Lara, between the ages of 1;9 and 3;3. Lara was the firstborn monolingual English daughter of two White university graduates and was born and brought up in Nottinghamshire, England. The corpus consists of transcripts from 122 separate recording sessions in which the child interacted with adult caretakers in spontaneous conversations. The total recording time of the corpus is of about 120 hours, representing one of the densest longitudinal corpora available. The adult CDS section we used contains about 400K tokens and about 6K types. We are aware that the use of a single-child corpus may have a negative impact on the generalizations on semantic development that we can draw from the experiments. On the other hand, this choice has the important advantage of providing a fairly homogeneous data environment for our computational simulations. In fact, we can abstract from the intrinsic variability characterizing any multi-child corpus, 51 and stemming from differences in the conversation settings, in the adults' grammar and lexicon, etc. Moreover, whereas we can take our experiments to constitute a (very rough) simulation of how a particular child acquires semantic representations from her specific linguistic input, it is not clear what simulations based on an "averages" of different linguistic experiences would represent.
The corpus was part-of-speech-tagged and lemmatized using the CLAN toolkit (MacWhinney, 2000) . The automated output was subsequently checked and disambiguated manually, resulting in very accurate annotation. In our experiments, we use lemma-POS pairs as input to the word space models (e.g., go-v rather than going, goes, etc.) Thus, we make the unrealistic assumptions that the learner already solved the problem of syntactic categorization and figured out the inflectional morphology of her language. While a multi-level bootstrapping process in which the morphosyntactic and lexical properties of words are learned in parallel is probably cognitively more likely, it seems reasonable at the current stage of experimentation to fix morphosyntax and focus on semantic learning.
Model training
We experimented with three word space models: ISA, RI (our implementations in both cases) and the SVD-based technique implemented by the Infomap package. 1 Parameter settings may considerably impact the performance of word space models (Sahlgren, 2006) . In a stage of preliminary investigations (not reported here, and involving also other corpora) we identified a relatively small range of values for each parameter of each model that produced promising results, and we focused on it in the subsequent, more systematic exploration of the parameter space.
For all models, we used a context window of five words to the left and five words to the right of the target. For both RI and ISA, we set signature initialization parameters (determining the random assignment of 0s, +1s and -1s to signature vectors) similar to those described by Karlgren and Sahlgren (2001) . For RI and SVD, we used two stop word filtering lists (removing all function words, and removing the 1 http://infomap-nlp.sourceforge.net/ top 30 most frequent words), as well as simulations with no stop word filtering. For RI and ISA, we used signature and history vectors of 1,800 and 2,400 dimensions (the first value, again, inspired by Karlgren and Sahlgren's work). Preliminary experiments with 300 and 900 dimensions produced poor results, especially with RI. For SVD, we used 300 dimensions only. This was in part due to technical limitations of the implementation, but 300 dimensions is also a fairly typical choice for SVD-based models such as LSA, and a value reported to produce excellent results in the literature. More importantly, in unrelated experiments SVD with 300 dimensions and function word filtering achieved state-of-the-art performance (accuracy above 90%) in the by now standard TOEFL synonym detection task (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) .
After preliminary experiments showed that both models (especially ISA) benefited from a very low impact rate, the impact parameter i of RI and ISA was set to 0.003 and 0.009. Finally, k m (the ISA parameter determining the steepness of decay of the influence of history as the token frequency of the context word increases) was set to 20 and 100 (recall that a higher k m correspond to a less steep decay).
The parameter settings we explored were systematically crossed in a series of experiments. Moreover, for RI and ISA, given that different random initializations will lead to (slightly) different results, each experiment was repeated 10 times.
Below, we will report results for the best performing models of each type: ISA with 1,800 dimensions, i set to 0.003 and k m set to 100; RI with 2,400 dimensions, i set to 0.003 and no stop words; SVD with 300-dimensional vectors and function words removed. However, it must be stressed that 6 out of the 8 ISA models we experimented with outperformed the best RI model (and they all outperformed the best SVD model) in the Noun AP task discussed in section 4.1. This suggests that the results we report are not overly dependent on specific parameter choices.
Evaluation method
The test set was composed of 100 nouns and 70 verbs (henceforth, Ns and Vs), selected from the most frequent words in Lara's CDS section (word frequency ranges from 684 to 33 for Ns, and from 52 3501 to 89 for Vs). This asymmetry in the test set mirrors the different number of V and N types that occur in the input (2828 Ns vs. 944 Vs). As a further constraint, we verified that all the words in the test set also appeared among the child's productions in the corpus. The test words were unambiguously assigned to semantic categories previously used to model early lexical development and represent plausible early semantic groupings. Semantic categories for nouns and verbs were derived by combining two methods. For nouns, we used the ontologies from the Macarthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories (CDI). 2 All the Ns in the test set also appear in the Toddler's List in CDI. The noun semantic categories are the following (in parenthesis, we report the number of words per class and an example): ANI-MALS REAL OR TOY (19; dog), BODY PARTS (16; nose), CLOTHING (5; hat), FOOD AND DRINK (13; pizza), FURNITURE AND ROOMS (8; table), OUT-SIDE THINGS AND PLACES TO GO (10; house), PEOPLE (10; baby), SMALL HOUSEHOLD ITEMS (13; bottle), TOYS (6; pen). Since categories for verbs were underspecified in the CDI, we used 12 broad verb semantic categories for event types, partly extending those in Borovsky and Elman (2006) : ACTION (11; play), ACTION BODY (6; eat), ACTION FORCE (5; pull), ASPECTUAL (6; start), CHANGE (12; open), COMMUNICATION (4; talk), MOTION (5; run), PERCEPTION (6; hear), PSYCH (7; remember), SPACE (3; stand), TRANS-FER (6; buy).
It is worth emphasizing that this experimental setting is much more challenging than those that are usually adopted by state-of-the-art computational simulations of word learning, as the ones reported above. For instance, the number of words in our test set is larger than the one in Borovsky and Elman (2006) , and so is the number of semantic categories, both for Ns and for Vs. Conversely, the Lara corpus is much smaller than the data-sets normally used to train word space models. For instance, the best results reported by Li et al. (2000) are obtained with an input corpus which is 10 times bigger than ours.
As an evaluation measure of the model performance in the word learning task, we adopted Aver-age Precision (AP), recently used by Borovsky and Elman (2006) . AP evaluates how close all members of a certain category are to each other in the semantic space built by the model.
To calculate AP, for each w i in the test set we first extracted the corresponding distributional vector v i produced by the model. Vectors were used to calculate the pair-wise cosine between each test word, as a measure of their distance in the semantic space. Then, for each target word w i , we built the list r i of the other test words ranked by their decreasing cosine values with respect to w i . The ranking r i was used to calculate AP (w i ), the Word Average Precision for w i , with the following formula:
where C w i is the semantic category assigned to w i , n w j is the set of words appearing in r i up to the rank occupied by w j , and n w j (C w i ) is the subset of words in n w j that belong to category C w i . AP (w i ) calculates the proportion of words that belong to the same category of w i at each rank in r i , and then divides this proportion by the number of words that appear in the category. AP ranges from 0 to 1: AP (w i ) = 1 would correspond to the ideal case in which all the closest words to w i in r i belonged to the same category as w i ; conversely, if all the words belonging to categories other than C w i were closer to w i than the words in C w i , AP (w i ) would approach 0. We also defined the Class AP for a certain semantic category by simply averaging over the Word AP (w i ) for each word in that category:
We adopted AP as a measure of the purity and cohesiveness of the semantic representations produced by the model. Words and categories for which the model is able to converge on well-formed representations should therefore have higher AP values. If we define Recall as the number of words in n w j belonging to C w i divided by the total number of words in C w i , then all the AP scores reported in our experiments correspond to 100% Recall, since the neighbourhood we used to compute AP (w i ) always included all the words in C w i . This represents a very 53 
Experiments and results
Word learning
Since we intended to monitor the incremental path of word learning given increasing amounts of linguistic input, AP scores were computed at four "training checkpoints" established at 100K, 200K, 300K and 400K word tokens (the final point corresponding to the whole corpus). 3 Scores were calculated independently for Ns and Vs. In Table 1 , we report the AP scores obtained by the best performing models of each type , as described in section 3.2. The reported AP values refer to Word AP averaged respectively over the number of Ns and Vs in the test set. Moreover, for ISA and RI we report mean AP values across 10 repetitions of the experiment. For Ns, both ISA and RI outperformed SVD at all learning stages. Moreover, ISA also performed significantly better than RI in the full-size input condition (400k checkpoint), as well as at the 300k checkpoint (Welch t-test; df = 17, p < .05).
One of the most striking results of these experiments was the strong N-V asymmetry in the Word AP scores, with the Vs performing significantly worse than the Ns. For Vs, RI appeared to have a small advantage over ISA, although it was never significant at any stage. The asymmetry is suggestive of the widely attested N-V asymmetry in child word learning. A consensus has gathered in the early word learning literature that children from several languages acquire Ns earlier and more rapidly than Vs (Gentner, 1982 ). An influential account explains this noun-bias as a product of language-external factors such as the different complexity of the world referents for Ns and Vs. Recently, Christiansen and Monaghan (2006) found that distributional information in English CDS was more reliable for identifying Ns than Vs. This suggests that the categorybias may also be partly driven by how good certain language-internal cues for Ns and Vs are in a given language. Likewise, distributional cues to semantics may be stronger for English Ns than for Vs. The noun-bias shown by ISA (and by the other models) could be taken to complement the results of Christiansen and Monaghan in showing that English Ns are more easily discriminable than Vs on distributionally-grounded semantic terms.
Category learning
In Table 2 , we have reported the Class AP scores achieved by ISA, RI and SVD (best models) under the full-corpus training regime for the nine nominal semantic categories. Although even in this case ISA and RI generally perform better than SVD (with the only exceptions of FURNITURE AND ROOMS and SMALL HOUSEHOLD ITEMS), results show a more complex and articulated situation.
With BODY PARTS, PEOPLE, and SMALL HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, ISA significantly outperforms its best rival RI (Welch t-test; p < .05). For the other classes, the differences among the two models are not significant, except for CLOTHING in which RI performs significantly better than ISA. For verb semantic classes (whose analytical data are not reported here for lack of space), no significant differences exist among the three models.
Some of the lower scores in Table 2 can be explained either by the small number of class members (e.g. TOYS has only 6 items), or by the class highly heterogeneous composition (e.g. in OUT-SIDE THINGS AND PLACES TO GO we find nouns like garden, flower and zoo). The case of PEOPLE, for which the performance of all the three models is far below their average Class AP score (ISA = 0.35; RI = 0.35; SVD = 0.27), is instead much more surprising. In fact, PEOPLE is one of the classes 54 with the highest degree of internal coherence, being composed only of nouns unambiguously denoting human beings, such as girl, man, grandma, etc. The token frequency of the members in this class is also fairly high, ranging between 684 and 55 occurrences. Last but not least, in unrelated experiments we found that a SVD model trained on the British National Corpus with the same parameters as those used with Lara was able to achieve very good performances with human denoting nouns, similar to the members of our PEOPLE class.
These facts have prompted us to better investigate the reasons why with Lara none of the three models was able to converge on a satisfactory representation for the nouns belonging to the PEO-PLE class. We zoomed in on this semantic class by carrying out another experiment with ISA. This model underwent 8 cycles of evaluation, in each of which the 10 words originally assigned to PEOPLE have been reclassified into one of the other nominal classes. For each cycle, AP scores were recomputed for the 10 test words. The results are reported in Figure 1 (where AP refers to the average Word AP achieved by the 10 words originally belonging to the class PEOPLE). The highest score is reached when the PEOPLE nouns are re-labeled as ANIMALS REAL OR TOY (we obtained similar results in a parallel experiment with SVD). This suggests that the low score for the class PEOPLE in the original experiment was due to ISA mistaking people names for animals. What prima facie appeared as an error could actually turn out to be an interesting feature of the semantic space acquired by the model. The experiments show that ISA (as well as the other models) groups together animals and people Ns, as it has formed a general and more underspecified semantic category that we might refer to as ANIMATE. This hypothesis is also supported by qualitative evidence. A detailed inspection of the CDS in the Lara corpus reveals that the animal nouns in the test set are mostly used by adults to refer either to toy-animals with which Lara plays or to characters in stories. In the transcripts, both types of entities display a very human-like behavior (i.e., they talk, play, etc.), as it happens to animal characters in most children's stories. Therefore, the difference between model performance and the gold standard ontology can well be taken as an interesting clue to a genuine peculiarity in children's semantic space with respect to adult-like categorization. Starting from an input in which animal and human nouns are used in similar contexts, ISA builds a semantic space in which these nouns belong to a common underspecified category, much like the world of a child in which cats and mice behave and feel like human beings.
Conclusion
Our main experiments show that ISA significantly outperforms state-of-the-art word space models in a learning task carried out under fairly challenging training and testing conditions. Both the incremental nature and the particular shape of the semantic representations built by ISA make it a (relatively) realistic computational model to simulate the emer-55 gence of a semantic space in early childhood.
Of course, many issues remain open. First of all, although the Lara corpus presents many attractive characteristics, it still contains data pertaining to a single child, whose linguistic experience may be unusual. The evaluation of the model should be extended to more CDS corpora. It will be especially interesting to run experiments in languages such as as Korean (Choi and Gopnik, 1995) , where no nounbias is attested. There, we would predict that the distributional information to semantics be less skewed in favor of nouns. All CDS corpora we are aware of are rather small, compared to the amount of linguistic input a child hears. Thus, we also plan to test the model on "artificially enlarged" corpora, composed of CDS from more than one child, plus other texts that might be plausible sources of early linguistic input, such as children's stories.
In addition, the target of the model's evaluation should not be to produce as high a performance as possible, but rather to produce performance matching that of human learners. 4 In this respect, the output of the model should be compared to what is known about human semantic knowledge at various stages, either by looking at experimental results in the acquisition literature or, more directly, by comparing the output of the model to what we can infer about the semantic generalizations made by the child from her/his linguistic production recorded in the corpus.
Finally, further studies should explore how the space constructed by ISA depends on the order in which sentences are presented to it. This could shed some light on the issue of how different experiential paths might lead to different semantic generalizations.
While these and many other experiments must be run to help clarifying the properties and effectiveness of ISA, we believe that the data presented here constitute a very promising beginning for this new line of research.
